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1 INTRODUCTION

As machine learning (ML) becomes more and more prevalent in a large range of applications and domains, a lot of effort has been invested on building specialized languages for developing machine learning tasks. Programs written in these languages usually run on top of distributed processing engines, in a way systems such as SystemML [4], Mahout Samsara [10] and TensorFlow [1] propose. Despite the declarative nature of these languages, the provided set of operators focuses on linear algebra and assumes that data are stored in matrices and vectors. Given that most of the data nowadays are still stored in relational databases, working with ML targeted systems requires tedious processes of exporting/importing data between a database and a ML system. Denormalization also results in losing important domain information embedded in the relational representation.

We argue that developing a unified environment which would combine both data processing and machine learning on relational data of great use, as it would solve/avert many shortcomings described above. For that purpose, we propose the definition of machine learning models inside a relational database using a variant of Datalog named LogiQL (in the rest of the paper we will use these terms interchangeably), and constrained convex optimization. The user defines the cost function of the model and annotates which of the involved predicates (think those as tables or views) are unknown model parameters. The computation of optimal parameters is performed by low-level constrained optimization (e.g. linear/quadratic programming) solvers and the values are stored back in the selected predicates, which can be queried like any other predicate in the database. Using constrained optimization solvers, it’s also possible to add domain knowledge to a model via constraints that include database queries. Currently we focus on linear cost functions and constraints, but our approach can be extended to support more classes of optimization problems, such as quadratic programming.

To integrate linear with logical programming, we use the SolverBlox framework [3] on top of the LogicBlox database [2] and demonstrate that we can express machine learning problems, which can then be exported to the exact same format (lp Gurobi1) and handled by external solvers. The contributions of the paper are summarized below:

- A suitable interface for expressing deterministic machine learning algorithms on relational data, where the user is able to define her model in a declarative manner and get the solution by the system.
- A unified framework that combines data processing with expressing machine learning tasks, which allows users to
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1http://www.gurobi.com/products/gurobi-optimizer
build different models easily, resulting in a more interactive way for doing data science.

- Implementation of linear regression as a linear program in LogiQL and use case scenarios, which demonstrate the advantages of blending machine learning with databases.

2 RELATED WORK

Due to the focus on integrating machine learning inside a database, our work is close with MLog [8] and efforts to expand SQL with linear algebra data structures and operations [9]. The framework we propose differs from MLog in that we use Datalog instead of a new language, so that the user can still exploit database operators and at the same time simulate a number of linear algebra operations. Regarding the latter direction of work, the difference lies in that we aim for the user to express only the logic of the optimization problem and leave lower-level implementation details of the solution to the system.

Systems that provide declarative domain specific languages for machine learning or embed such languages in imperative ones, such as SystemML [4], Mahout Samsara [16], MiningZinc [5], TensorFlow [1], WOLFE [17] and LBJava [15], require denormalized data as they operate on matrices or tensors. Our approach focuses on bringing machine learning computations where data usually live, i.e. relational databases.

Finally, RELOOP [13], Saul [7] and logical programming variants of AMLP [6], facilitate the modelling of optimization problems on relational data either by querying databases via common APIs or by using a set of abstractions to represent the relational data model. However, the main difference between this third line of work and our approach is that the systems above are still separate from the relational database engine, which means that the latter is not aware of the optimization process. Using SolverBlox, we demonstrate that the user can express optimization problems in an integrated way with the database and take advantage of LogiQL’s incremental evaluation.

3 SOLVERBLOX AND LOGIQL

The ideas presented in this paper are implemented on a database management system called LogicBlox (LB). At the core of the LogicBlox database is LogiQL, a declarative language derived from Datalog [11]. In LogiQL, rules based on first order logic are used to specify declaratively what the computation should produce (i.e., the logical structure of a program’s result), rather than step-by-step algorithmic details of how to compute it. A further level of abstraction, SolverBlox, is a framework for expressing linear and mixed integer programs with LogiQL.

With SolverBlox, the user can define predicates in LogiQL to represent the objective function and the constraints of a linear program, as well as other business logic. The SolverBlox framework goes beyond the usual semantics of Datalog by allowing the programmer access to a second order existential quantifier [12] (the quantifier is second order because it quantifies over primitive values, but over predicates): for a predicate \( x[i,j] \) which corresponds to the (indexed) variable \( x_{ij} \) in a mathematical programming problem, the programmer need not specify a set of rules that describe its computation in LogiQL. Rather, she asserts that a predicate \( x[i,j] = v \) exists such that it (a) maximizes the objective function and (b) satisfies all the model constraints, expressed as a set of integrity constraints [14] over \( x \). It is at that point up to the SolverBlox implementation to find a predicate that satisfies those conditions.

A linear program is usually represented as a triple consisting of a vector \( c \), a matrix \( A \) and a vector \( b \) such that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad c^T x \\
\text{subject to} & \quad Ax \leq b
\end{align*}
\]

Under the hood, the SolverBlox implementation creates a collection of LogiQL predicates that represent the components of the linear program, as well as rules for populating these predicates.

This is a compile-rewrite step that with the exception of a call to a foreign function interface results in a pure LogiQL program \( P' \), which has the intended semantics of finding suitable values for predicates marked with \( \text{lang: solver variable} \) such that the objective function is maximized. At runtime, the call to the foreign function interface marshals the contents of the predicates to an external solver, invokes the solver, and populates the predicate that stores the solution.

The process of going from a constraint based specification in LogiQL (as in our examples below) to the concrete problem instance \( \text{c, A, b} \) is called grounding. The automatic synthesis of a LogiQL program that translates constraints over variable predicates into a representation that can be consumed by the solver is benefited by the optimized and efficient LogiQL evaluation engine. When the data in the LB database change, the program \( P' \) is automatically re-executed by the system (part of standard LogiQL semantics) to update the instance (predicates matrix, bound, etc.), and re-invokes the external solver, updating the solution predicate. These updates are also evaluated incrementally, which means that the grounding logic modifies only the parts of the instance matrix that are affected by the changes of the input. The present system has the capacity to execute this process for any linear and mixed-integer programming problem expressed with the syntax described in section 4. More details of the process of grounding in SolverBlox can be found in [2].

4 MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS IN SOLVERBLOX

In this section we describe how we implement linear regression as a convex optimization problem using SolverBlox. With objective function being the least absolute error, \( L_1 \) Linear Regression can be naturally expressed as a linear program, as displayed below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{i=1}^n & \quad \epsilon_i \\
\text{subject to} & \quad -\epsilon_i \leq (\hat{y}_i - y_i) \leq \epsilon_i
\end{align*}
\]

In order to present how we express and compute the optimal parameters of a Linear Regression model with LogiQL and SolverBlox, we showcase our implementation on a data science problem from the retail domain. The goal is to predict the future demand of a
SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) based on historical sales. Predictions are generated for each SKU, at each store and on each day of a forecast horizon.

The main components of LogiQL programs are extensional predicates (EDB), intensional predicates (IDB) and language pragmas. An EDB predicate stores values of the extensional database, that is, values that the user explicitly imported into the database. On the other hand, the values of an IDB predicate are computed via IDB rules, i.e., logical implications that specify what values the predicate should contain, based on the values of other EDB or IDB predicates.

In the code snippet below we define IDB predicates for generating dot products between features and coefficients, as well as sums of these products and predictions for every SKU-store-day combination in the input data, e.g., brand_coeffF, sum_of_sku_features and prediction respectively. In this case, features are binary so dot products are basically equal to the value of the corresponding coefficient. Values of dot products and sums are indexed based on whether they concern SKU features, store features, day features or a combination of these. The error predicate stores the difference between the target value and the prediction, whereas totalError is the sum of individual absolute errors. Due to space limitations, we assume that predicates which are not explicitly defined in the following sample, such as subfamily_coeffF, are defined by the user in other parts of the code.

```logiql
brand_coeffF[sku]=v <-> brand_coeffF.br=v, unique_skus(sku ), brand[sku]=br.
sum_of_sku_features[sku]=v <-> unique_skus(sku ),
sku_coeff[sku]=v1, brand_coeffF[sku]=v2,
brandType_coeffF[sku]=v3, codeUB_coeffF[sku]=v4,
subfamily_coeffF[sku]=v5, v=v1+v2+v3+v4+v5.
prediction[sku, str, day] = v <-> observations(sku, str, day ).
sum_of_sku_features[sku]=z1,
sum_of_store_features[str]=z2,
sum_of_day_features[day]=z3,
sum_of_sku_store_day_features[sku, str, day]=z4,
v=z1+z2+z3+z4.

/* IDB predicate of error between prediction and actual value*/
error[sku, str, day] += prediction[sku, str, day] -
total_sales[sku, str, day].

/* IDB predicate of objective function*/
totalError() += abserror[sku, str, day] <-> observations(sku, str, day).
lang: solver: minimal( totalError ).

/* Constraints for absolute error*/
observations(sku, str, day),
abserror[sku, str, day]=v1,
error[sku, str, day]=v2
v1=v2.

/* Assumption predicate promo_observables is defined and stores all the sku-loc-day triplets that involve promotions*/
training_observables_no_promotion(sku, loc, day) <-
!promo_observables(sku, loc, day), observables(sku, loc, day).

training_observables_only_monday(sku, loc, day) <-
observables(sku, loc, day), dayOfWeek[day]=v, v="Mon ".
```

The language annotation `lang: solver: minimal( totalError )` defines that totalError is the objective function which needs to be minimized. Variables of the linear program are defined by using thepragma `lang: solver: variable([name_of_predicate]),` which informs the compiler that these predicates are existentially quantified. Next, constraints of the linear program, such as the ones regarding absolute error in our example, are represented by integrity constraints.

SolverBlox will use the described annotations as a starting point to build the main components of the linear program and translate the code to a format supported by the solver. The solver will compute the optimal parameters for the model and send it back to SolverBlox, which will populate the corresponding predicates. As a result, the user will be able to print the values of the model parameters or access parts of the solution via queries in the same way as with any predicate in the LogicBlox database.

### 5 USE CASES

Expressing machine learning algorithms as constrained optimization problems in Datalog comes with important benefits. We showcase some of these benefits using specific scenarios.

#### 5.1 Preprocessing of training data

Bringing mathematical optimization modelling to a database gives the user the capability to integrate various data processing operations in the machine learning pipeline. For example, given that a dataset of training observations is loaded to the database, observations can be filtered in many ways using queries and create different training datasets without modifying or parsing the original data file.

The following code shows how the user can build a model that does not include any observations affected by promotion campaigns or another one that involves only sales from Mondays. Such filters can be naturally expressed in LogiQL on the predicate that defines training observations, similarly to a filtering query in SQL.

```logiql

In a setting where data reside in a database and machine learning tasks are written in mathematical languages, such as R or Matlab, one would need to filter the data inside the database, then denormalize them and export them in a file, in order to load data in matrices.

#### 5.2 User-defined constraints

It is well known that in machine learning there are several models that can minimize the objective but not all of them generalize well, or are interpretable. Using linear programming, the user can integrate domain knowledge to a machine learning model via ad-hoc constraints and examine their effect on the quality of the model.

We describe two constraints that were applied on a linear regression model for the demand forecasting problem described in section 4 and report their effect on accuracy results. The point of this experiment is to showcase that the user can build a better model just
We can also observe that WAPE and bias results for some of the
instances of the target variable. For example, given a dataset of 2033354
observations, we trained a forecasting model
and indexing relevant predicates appropriately. For example, given
granularity level by exploiting the normalized structure of the data
particular family, it’s very easy to generate predictions at a coarser
SKUs are improved by the prediction constraint.

In the first model (LR1) we added a constraint which forces bias
for every SKU to be zero during training. This is important in
forecasting problems, because apart from low error, we do not want
a model that has a general tendency to over-forecast or under-
forecast. By setting these bias constraints, we guide the solver to
take this requirement into account when optimizing for absolute
error.

In the second model (LR2) we relaxed the previous constraints
to bound bias by a constant and added another constraint saying
that the generated predictions must be greater or equal to zero, as
sales cannot have a negative value. This will guide the solver away
from solutions that involve negative sales and don’t make sense.
We can also observe that WAPE and bias results for some of the
SKUs are improved by the prediction constraint.

The user can easily experiment with constraints by creating
branches of the database and store different versions of the models
in a consistent way.

### 5.3 Aggregated forecasting

In many problems users are interested in forecasts at an aggregated
level. For example, retailers many times prefer to monitor the to-
total sales of a family of products at every store per day, including
sales from every SKU of that family. Instead of generating sales
at SKU-Store-Day level and then aggregating over all SKUs of a
particular family, it’s very easy to generate predictions at a coarser
granularity level by exploiting the normalized structure of the data
and indexing relevant predicates appropriately. For example, given
a dataset of 2033354 observations, we trained a forecasting model
that generated 60346 predictions at the Subfamily-Store-Day level
(instead of 2033354 predictions at SKU-Store-Day level followed by
aggregation over SKUs) regarding a single family of SKUs directly,
which decreased computation time considerably.

### 6 DISCUSSION

In this paper we proposed the use of convex optimization to express
machine learning algorithms on relational data and demonstrated
the value of blending both worlds in order to accelerate and improve
data science tasks. As future work, we aim to explore techniques
for optimizing the grounding process and reduce the dimension-
ality of the optimization problems. Another important aspect of
integrating optimization in a declarative database is extending to
higher order convex programming, like Quadratic and Semidefinite
programming. Integration of higher order solvers can extend the
expressivity of machine learning algorithms but is not trivial.
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Table 1: Results on 3 SKUs (ids: 66, 88, 94) from LR1 and LR2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SKU id</th>
<th>WAPE training</th>
<th>BIAS training</th>
<th>WAPE test</th>
<th>BIAS test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LR1</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>68.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67.07</td>
<td>-36.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.78</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>59.99</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73.29</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98.07</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>71.56</td>
<td>-36.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>94</td>
<td>34.44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50.89</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bias denotes the tendency of the model to generally overforecast or underforecast
the target variable.*